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FIELD NOTES:
SET RAILS INTO CUTOUTS AND ADJUST RAILS WITH SHIMS TO ACHIEVE PLUMB.
REVISION HISTORY
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VILLAGE FORGE, Inc.
8 WEST HILL APT #4
BEACON HILL BOSTON

FIELD NOTES:-
SET RAILS INTO CUTOUTS AND ADJUST RAILS WITH SHIMS TO ACHIEVE PLUMB.

TYP RAIL SECTION
FOR APPROVAL:
1. CUSTOMER TO CONFIRM ALL PLAN FIELD DIMENSIONS.
2. PLEASE CONFIRM THE DIMENSION FROM TOP OF DECK TO TOP OF WALL.
Warren Small Lantern
Item # OL15401TXB
Designer: Sean Lavin

Specifications
Width: 8.5"
Height: 19.5"
Square
Socket: 2 - Candelabra - B Torpedo
Rating: Wet Rated

Available Finishes
TXB - Textured Black
Thank you